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Bestselling master of suspense Jeffery Deaver is back with a brand-new Lincoln Rhyme thriller.   

Lincoln Rhyme and partner/paramour Amelia Sachs return to face a criminal whose ingenious

staging of crimes is enabled by a terrifying access to information....   When Lincoln's estranged

cousin Arthur Rhyme is arrested on murder charges, the case is perfect -- too perfect. Forensic

evidence from Arthur's home is found all over the scene of the crime, and it looks like the fate of

Lincoln's relative is sealed.   At the behest of Arthur's wife, Judy, Lincoln grudgingly agrees to

investigate the case. Soon Lincoln and Amelia uncover a string of similar murders and rapes with

perpetrators claiming innocence and ignorance -- despite ironclad evidence at the scenes of the

crime. Rhyme's team realizes this "perfect" evidence may actually be the result of masterful identity

theft and manipulation.   An information service company -- the huge data miner Strategic Systems

Datacorp -- seems to have all the answers but is reluctant to help the police. Still, Rhyme and Sachs

and their assembled team begin uncovering a chilling pattern of vicious crimes and coverups, and

their investigation points to one master criminal, whom they dub "522."   When "522" learns the

identities of the crime-fighting team, the hunters become the hunted. Full of Deaver's trademark plot

twists, The Broken Window will put the partnership of Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs to the

ultimate test.
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"1984" and "Brave New World" gave us a brief glimpse of the world they feared we were creating



but "The Broken Window" takes it over the top. Every reader will shiver as they come to grips with

the realization of just how much the state likely knows about their life.In "The Broken Window",

Jeffrey Deaver has pitted Lincoln Rhyme, his famous paraplegic forensic consultant, against his

most elusive foe to date - "Unsub 522", a deeply disturbed obsessive-compulsive hoarder, an

ingenious data-miner, a psychopathic serial killer and "the man who knows everything". The chilling

theme of this novel is data - information, storage and retrieval, tracking, privacy, identity and just

who has access to what. Unsub 522 is an ingenious master of the dreaded crime of the 21st century

- identity theft! He steals data, reconstructs people's lives, destroys some information, rearranges

the rest and is even capable of planting legitimate evidence framing an unsuspecting victim for his

own brutal serial murders. Arthur Rhyme, Lincoln's estranged cousin, is one of these victims. When

he is arrested, his wife pleads with Lincoln to investigate. She and Lincoln both know that, despite

the overwhelming evidence against him, Arthur is not the killer that the police suspect him to be.If

you have ever experienced a frisson of paranoia about who is looking over your shoulder, you might

want to think twice about reading "The Broken Window". If you insist on reading Deaver's novel

despite my warning, your little shiver will blossom into a full blown fear that will sit in the pit of your

stomach and keep you awake at nights wondering who is looking into the metaphorical windows of

your life.In short, "The Broken Window" is a first rate thriller with a gut-wrenching theme.
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